GREENWICH HIGH SCHOOL
CARDINAL STADIUM

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMITTEE – JULY 1, 2020

Cardinal Field Presentation - July 1, 2020
CARDINAL STADIUM - MAIN ENTRY KIOSK, TEAM BUILDING & LANDSCAPING

SUMMARY OF ARCH REVIEW COMMITTEE COMMENTS

KIOSK
- TRADITIONAL KIOSK WAS NICE, BUT WANTED TO EXPLORE OPTIONS THAT ARE PERHAPS A LITTLE MORE “CONTEMPORARY”
- RELATE MORE TO THE HIGH SCHOOL OR THE PROPOSED TEAM BUILDING AND/OR NEW BLEACHER

TEAM BUILDING / BLEACHER
- FLAT ROOF OF ELEVATOR TOWER TO BRING THE HEIGHT DOWN
- EXPLORE WAYS TO CONCEAL THE UNDERSIDE OF THE BLEACHER WITH SCREENING
- REVISE EAST AND WEST BLEACHER RAMP LAYOUT TO RELATE BETTER TO PLAZA

LANDSCAPING
- DEVELOP PLAZA ON BOTH THE EAST AND WEST SIDES OF THE BLEACHER
- CELEBRATE THE HILL / KNOLL WITH MORE LANDSCAPING
CARDINAL STADIUM – BLEACHER
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SITE SECTION (REVISED FLAT ROOF AT ELEVATOR TOWER)

3/32" = 1'-0"
CARDINAL STADIUM – BLEACHER / TEAM BUILDING

Cardinal Field Presentation - July 1, 2020
CARDINAL STADIUM – LANDSCAPING (WESLEY STOUT AND ASSOCIATES)
CARDINAL STADIUM – LANDSCAPING (WESLEY STOUT AND ASSOCIATES)
CARDINAL STADIUM - MAIN ENTRY KIOSK - OPTION 2